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Trapped modes play an important role in the impedance budget of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). They occur
very close to the waveguide cutoff frequency of the LHC liner and are linked to the perforations in the tube. A
method for a precise measurement of their resonance frequency and Q-value is presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the context of designing low-impedance vacuum chambers for particle accelerators,
trapped modes linked to small radial enlargements as well as to rectangular holes have been
investigated theoretically by several authors (Kurennoy,1-3 Henke,4 Filtz and Scholz5). The
existence of such trapped modes has also been predicted for perforated beampipe sections
(e.g. the LHC liner). However, experimental data and measurement techniques on this
subject have not yet been published. In this paper, aspects of trapped-mode identification
and related measurements are discussed. Specifically, in Section 2 we review the theory of
trapped modes, in Section 3 we discuss the experimental determination of cut-off frequency
for slightly elliptical waveguides. In Section 4 the experimental setup is presented and in
Section 5 the results obtained with this setup are discussed, followed by a conclusion in
Section 6.
2 THEORY OF TRAPPED MODES
Trapped modes are in general linked to any local enlargement in a smooth waveguide
as soon as the resonant frequency of the discontinuity is lower than the cutoff frequency
of the smooth guide; the frequency shift is related to the magnetic polarizability of the
discontinuity. 1 This discontinuity may be a small hole or slot, or a pumping port,6 but can
also be a small axisymmetric cavity. Since the analytical treatment of the non-axisymmetric
case (in terms of trapped modes) is rather complicated, in the following a small cavity-like
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enlargement is considered as the theoretical model. However, numerical methods6 permit
rather straightforward calculations of any kind of discontinuity.
The resonance frequency of a small, radial, axisymmetric enlargement in a cylindrical
waveguide (e.g. like a small pillbox, Figure 1) is given as 1,2:
( X~ [A]2)Qm =Wm 1- 2 b2
with
W m cutoff frequency of the m-th waveguide mode,
Q m resonance frequency of the m-th resonator mode,
Xm the m-th root of the Bessel function 1o,
A area of the enlargement (shaded region
of waveguide structure in Figure 1),
b radius of the pipe.
(1)
This technique1,2 uses a single-mode approximation for the fields inside the cavity as
well as in the evanescent field region in the beampipe. Another way to get the resonance
frequency of such a small pillbox is to use the mode matching technique and to look for the
eigenvalues. This method is based on the exact solution of the Helmholtz equation applying
infinite series of modal functions for each section of a cylindrical symmetric structure with
constant radius. At a step of the radius (plane z = const) the boundary conditions of the
electric and magnetic field have to be met. This leads to a system of linear homogeneous
equations. The zeros of the related determinant return as the eigenvalues, i.e. the resonant
frequencies of the given structure.
In contrast with Kurennoy's approximation,1-3 the mode matching technique is the more
general way to treat resonant structures with arbitrary dimensions, while the approach
discussed above is limited to cavities which are very small compared with the tube radius.
Also fields and impedances can be calculated using the mode matching technique. To give
an idea of the range of validity of this approximation a comparison is depicted in Figure 1.
Figure 1 indicates that for very small pillboxes of equal cross-section A of enlargement,
the approximation according to Kurennoy's theory works better if the vertical dimension
of the enlargement is smaller than the longitudinal. This can be visualized by comparing
graph 3 and graph 1 of Figure 1 for enlargement areas-(horizontal axis) up to about a value
of 0.4 cm2. The values taken from mode matching (here the infinite series was limited to
20 modes) are used as reference for this comparison. However, a good convergence between
mode-matching technique (graphs 1-3 in Figure 1) and single-mode approximation for all
aspect ratios of the outward dent can be found only for enlargement areas up to 0.2 cm2 in
the present example.
Figure 2 shows the normalized absolute value ofelectric field strength for 20 axisymmetric
small pillboxes calculated with the mode matching technique. The field strength is taken
along the z-direction close to the wall of the tube, thus even the small enlargements have a
great local influence on the field. Outside the zone of enlargements the field strength decays
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FIGURE 1: TMolO-mode resonance frequency of small cavities; comparison between approximation using
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FIGURE 2: Field strength of 20 equally-spaced cylindrical-symmetric enlargements along the z-direction near
the inner surface of the waveguide.




FIGURE 3: Electric field for 20 equally-spaced cylindrical-symmetric small cavities along the z-direction, three
modes below the cutoff frequency of 7.1715 GHz (TMOl mode).
Figure 3 shows the lines of forces for 20 small cavities. For a single cavity there exists
one mode, for 20 cavities this one mode splits into 20 modes due to coupling effects. The
first band ofresonance frequencies is close to waveguide cutoff (TM mode) with resonances
both below and above cutoff. Only those modes which are below cutoff of the unperturbed
waveguide are trapped. For the present case there are three modes that are to be considered
trapped ones since their resonances are below cutoff.
For an exact investigation, the field outside the liner tube, which is due to the leakage
through the perforations, has to be taken into account. But this field is very weak, thus the
reaction on the holes can be neglected for small perforations.7
3 EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CUTOFF FREQUENCY
The complex and frequency-dependent propagation constant y of a guided wave is
defined as
y=ex+jfJ (2)
with ex describing the attenuation of the wave and fJ the propagation.
For a lossless perfectly cylindrical waveguide with a radius a one has to set ex = 0 and
then the cutoff frequency is given by
Vc = ~f3 = ~Xmn2n Q 2n a (3)
with Xmn as the n-th root of the Bessel function of the m-th order and Co the velocity of





one obtains at cutoff





the frequency at which the numerical value of a [neper/unit length] equals that of fJ
[radian/unit length]. For a lossy waveguide the cutoff frequency obtained via Eq. (6) is
always very close to the cutoff value for a lossless case.
Real waveguides have deviations from the nominal radius because of the manufacturing
process. For example, the cross-section can be slightly elliptical. This means for the TMoI
mode a slightly shifted cutoff frequency, but for the TEll mode with azimuthal dependence
there are now two cutoff frequencies corresponding to each polarization, rv sin cp and
rv cos cp, with reference to the major ellipse axis.
Here we present a method for measuring the exact value of these cutoff frequencies.
Terminating the waveguide with metallic end-plates one gets a resonator of known length
h. In this resonator there are discrete resonances with
pnfJz = - , p = (0,) 1, 2, 3, ....
h
The index 0 is applicable only for TM modes, not for TE modes. This leads to
R.2 = (J)2 = R.2 + R.2 = (Xmn )2 + (pn)2
PO c2 P Q Pz a h'
o
and the corresponding resonance frequencies are




From measured resonance frequencies the radius a can be calculated. Such measurements
for the TEl] mode are reproduced in Figure 4 and Table 1. The corresponding data for the
TEoI mode show a similar characteristic except that the cutoff frequ~ncies do not depend
on polarization due to circular symmetry of the field pattern.
To obtain the correct result for Vc the index p has to be properly assigned to the measured
resonance frequencies. This can simply be done by trial and error. Ten resonance frequencies
were measured (leftmost column in Table 1). In columns I and III incorrect assignments of
p can be seen, the calculated cutoff frequencies have a tendency to rise or to fall. Column II
contains the correct assignment, the deviations are randomly distributed around the mean
value.
The mean value of the cutoff frequency (Table 1, vertical polarization) is 5.4825 GHz.
Table 2 shows the measurement for the horizontal polarization.
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TABLE 1: Determination of cutoff frequency for the TEll mode, vertically polarized; in column II the index p
and the resonance frequencies are correctly assigned. Note the incorrect assignment in columns I and III.
Vres [GHz] II III
meas. p Vc [GHz] p Vc [GHz] p Vc [GHz]
5.4884 2 5.4860 3 5.4830 4 5.4788
5.4933 3 5.4878 4 5.4836 5 5.4782
5.4976 4 5.4880 5 5.4825 6 5.4759
5.5043 5 5.4893 6 5.4826 7 5.4748
5.5119 6 5.4904 7 5.4826 8 5.4735
5.5203 7 5.4909 8 5.4819 9 5.4717
5.5313 8 5.4930 9 5.4828 10 5.4713
5.5413 9 5.4929 10 5.4815 11 5.4688
5.5551 10 5.4955 11 5.4828 12 5.4690
5.5672 11 5.4951 12 5.4812 13 5.4662
TABLE 2: Determination of cutoff frequency for the
TEll mode, horizontally polarized.
Vres [GHz]










The mean value of this cutoff frequency is 5.4903 GHz. Thus there are two cutoff
frequencies for the TEll mode in a slightly elliptical waveguide:
and
Vc,e == 5.4825 GHz
Vc,o == 5.4903 GHz
(vertical polarization r-v cos qJ )
(horizontal polarization r-v sin qJ )
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FIGURE 4: Resonance frequencies in a cylindrical resonator for measuring the cutoff frequency of the TMol
mode (811 = lower trace, 821 = upper trace). Excitation is via small probes on axis in the metallic end-plugs (brass
tube, 2 metre length, no perforations).
Here we are using the index 'e' for even and '0' for odd in order to stay consistent with
Ref. 9. A comparison with the ratio of corresponding wavenumbers (taken from the zeros
of the Mathieu functions as solution for an elliptical waveguide9) gives an eccentricity of
approximately:
e =J1 - (~) 2 ~ 0.0808 , (11)
with a as the major and b as the minor axis. In Ref. 10 tabulated normalized wavenumbers
for the different polarized modes in an elliptical waveguide are given as a function of
eccentricity. The ratio of even and odd wavenumbers taken from Ref. 9 plotted against the
eccentricity is depicted in Figure 5. For the present example a frequency ratio of 0.99858
corresponds to an eccentricity of 0.0808 (see point P in Figure 5). If one axis length b is set
to the given value of 16.00 mm, the other length is calculated as
b
a = .Jf=e2 = 16.05mm.
1 - e2
(12)
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FIGURE 5: Ratio of frequencies of vertical (e) and horizontal (0) polarized TE11 modes in an elliptical waveguide
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FIGURE 6: Experimental set-up for the measurement of the trapped modes.
This value ofeccentricity found by microwave mode measurement has since been confirmed
using a precision mechanical gauge. The mechanically measured eccentricity was found to
be about constant over the length of the sample tube (within a mechanical measurement
reproducibility of ±5 JLm). The microwave mode based eccentricity measurement technique
described above may also be applied as a tool to evaluate static and dynamic (during quench)
liner deformations even in a cryogenic environment.
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FIGURE 7: Sll and S21 parameters of two TEll trapped modes in a brass tube (2 m length) with 200 holes at the
centre.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The set-up for experimental identification of the trapped modes is shown in Figure 6. A brass
tube with 32 mm inner diameter and 2 m length has 200 holes (20 in the axial direction, 10
on the circumference) of 4 mm diameter each located in the centre of the tube. In addition,
very small (1.5 mm diameter) probe holes were made with 100 mm spacing to sample
the electric field near the inner surface of the tube. Note that the influence of these probe
holes can be neglected since their polarizability is about one order of magnitude below the
polarizability of the larger holes.
A similar test configuration was used (as mentioned already) for measurement of the
cutoff frequency. In this case the tube was converted into a resonator closing both ends by
means of metallic plugs with high-quality spring contacts. Excitation of this resonator is
done via small probes mounted on the axis of the plugs.
5 MEASUREMENT RESULTS
In Figure 7 the Sll parameter (reflection measurement) and the S21 parameter (transmission
measurement) of the two trapped modes belonging to the TEll waveguide mode are
reproduced. Note the coincidence of the first transmission maximum (S21) and the first notch
in the reflection coefficient (marker 1). The Q-value of this first trapped mode is about 2500
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FIGURE 8: (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the 521 parameter of two TE1ll trapped modes versus distance from
the centre of the tube.
in the present case. The application of the classical conversion relation between waveguide
attenuation and Q-value becomes questionable very close to cutoff. A practical solution is
to read the Q-values of the first few resonances (related to propagating modes in a standing
wave pattern) just above cutoff and compare them with trapped-mode Q-values. Figure 4
gives an idea of Q-values just above cutoff for TMoI modes in a non-perforated brass tube
of same dimensions. The second trapped mode is already less clearly distinguishable as it
is closer to the waveguide cutoff Vc (at 5.4825 GHz).
For the TMoI one gets a similar result, but the shape of the resonance implies the existence
of a two-path signal propagation. The second path here is linked to the TEll waveguide
mode with a cutoff frequency lower than for the TMIO one.
Figure 8 shows the phase [8(a)] and the magnitude [8(b)] of the measured S21 parameter
of two measured trapped modes belonging to the TEll waveguide mode. The round points
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belong to the first mode in Figure 7, the square points to the second one, representing
the field strength of the mode. The (approximate) straight line in Figure 8(b) (logarithmic
vertical scale) is a proof for the exponential decay of the field. Deviations from this straight
line close to the excitation can be explained by the presence of high-order evanescent
modes.
To get reliable results on the transmission measurement the test probe (port 2, Figure 6) has
to be shielded with an aluminium foil to avoid two-path signal propagation. The theoretically
predicted exponential decay of the trapped modes shown in Figure 8 was further confirmed
by putting a microwave-absorbing material at locations at different distances from the
perturbation and then checking the influence on the resonance. The exponential decay of
the field strength was also confirmed qualitatively this way.
In practice there will be "slow" mechanical deformations over the length ofthe liner which
lead to a "local" cutoff frequency and these "local" trapped mode resonance frequencies.
Globally this spread ofrather high Q resonances should reduce the effective Q considerably.
6 CONCLUSIONS
A measurement technique for identification of trapped modes (TM, TE) has been developed.
An important element of this technique is the precise knowledge of the cutoff frequency
of the waveguide mode under consideration. This cutoff frequency can not in general
be simply derived (with the precision required) from the nominal dimensions of the
waveguide on account of uncertain mechanical tolerances. There are two criteria for
practical measurements of trapped modes. The first is that the resonance frequency be below
waveguide cutoff and the second that the field distribution in the homogeneous waveguide
section be equal to that of an evanescent mode. A good agreement between theoretically
predicted values for the resonance frequency3 and measured data has been found. The
measurement technique described above has been tested on waveguides of circular cross-
section, but can also be applied to any kind of cross-section (LHC liner).
For extrapolation of measured trapped mode Q-values at ambient towards cryogenic
temperatures, a first-order approximation is simply scaling the decrease in resistivity
neglecting radiation losses. However, since radiation losses at room temperature may be
a few per cent of the total loss, this fraction can easily exceed a factor of two in a cold
environment. The Q-values of trapped modes close below cutoff and normal standing-
wave modes just above cutoff have been found to be very similar. Thus a Q-measurement
of a non-perforated tube just above cutoff in a cryogenic-environment can help to separate
metallic and-rqdiation loss in these conditions.
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